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Cupidity rises on the bridge of the insanity
The banks are desire and reason
Nothing can change the taste of jealousy
Instinct dies where heaven and sea give rise to horizon
The holy smile disappears in the wind of fear
When sorrow helps the love to make defection
Love flies with the bird of suffering - So near
Tears of lies rains on the sand of the absolution

Blame's river is punctuated of a tear of shame
Water without oxygen
Desire without passion
Wind blows on the beach but no sand flies
Being without breath
Love without happiness

Sweet blood swims in the lost feeling
A wave of misfortune kills innocent fish
Neptune carries the crown of disgrace proudly
Then psycho hurts the honor's flesh
Storm eye push me in the dark
Heaven way make a scream
Sound flees in the smoke of sunshine
When the night wake up it's a dream

Blame's river is punctuated of a tear of shame
Water without oxygen
Desire without passion
Wind blows on the beach but no sand flies
Being without breath
Love without happiness

Cupidity dies on the bridge of the insanity
The banks are loneliness and bitterness
Nothing can change the health's touch
Insane thoughts dies where heaven and sea give rise
to horizon
Noise of ignorance follow the silence's law
The cloud of wisdom is gray of decline
When no arrogance bites with the hook of knowledge
It's the time to find the sea urchin without spine
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Blame's river is punctuated of a tear of shame
Water without oxygen
Desire without passion
Wind blows on the beach but no sand flies
Being without breath
Love without happiness

The smile of the bottom lake
Hypnotize me
Laugh about me
Spit on me 

I fall into this flowers of blue dye
Murder in the heart of another soul's shy
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